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Abstract : The Courts of Accounts are institutions responsible for overseeing and point out irregularities of Public
Administration expenses. They have a high demand for processes to be analyzed, whose decisions must be grounded on
severity laws. Despite the existing large amount of processes, there are several cases reporting similar subjects. Thus, previous
decisions on already analyzed processes can be a precedent for current processes that refer to similar topics. Identifying
similar topics is an open, yet essential task for identifying similarities between several processes. Since the actual amount of
topics is considerably large, it is tedious and error-prone to identify topics using a pure manual approach. This paper presents
a tool based on Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing to assists in building a labeled dataset. The tool relies on
Topic Modelling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation to find the topics underlying a document followed by Jensen Shannon distance
metric to generate a probability of similarity between documents pairs. Furthermore, in a case study with a corpus of decisions
of the Rio de Janeiro State Court of Accounts, it was noted that data pre-processing plays an essential role in modeling relevant
topics. Also, the combination of topic modeling and a calculated distance metric over document represented among generated
topics has been proved useful in helping to construct a labeled base of similar and non-similar document pairs.
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